Lakes Creek Road Waste Transfer Station

Construction highlights
Splice and ply packers
Used packers
Test pile with gauges
Vehicle mounted test rig
Rubbish in weigh bridge area excavation
Broken pile
Fan blowing into weigh bridge excavation
February rain rain rain rain
Relieving slab
Suspended slab – office and amenities
Suspended slab – education centre
Tip bin - safety gate
Tip bin lifting
Scabbling push pit floor
Bobcat scabbler
Push pit edge topping steel plate
Fog system- dust suppression
Fog delivery line
20000 litre tank - fog and toilets
Push pit ready for topping
Finishing tipping floor topping
Weigh bridge ready for steel floor
Grab arm control panel
Grab arm
Placing asphalt
Guard rail post installer
Bio-retention drain
Bio-retention drain
Continuous flight auger drill rig and reo cages
Grout agitator and pump
Lifting reo cages
General view of new sewer alignment
450 sewer under by pass while new manhole and MSCL pipe are constructed
750 MSCL pipe supported on concrete beam